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canada, the us and cuba - queensu - the martello papers the queen’s university centre for international
relations (qcir) is pleased to present the twenty-first in its series of security studies, the martello papers .
lcshd paper series - world bank - lcshd paper series no. 48 the cuban education system: lessons and
dilemmas lavinia gasperini january 2000 papers prepared in this series are not formal publications of the world
:bank they present preliminary and unpolished results of country analysis or research that is circulated to
encourage discussion and comment; any citation and use of this paper should take account of its provisional ...
psychology and psychotherapy in cuba today: important ... - psychology and psychotherapy in cuba
today: important figures and theoretical aspects raul ernesto garcía universidad michoacana de san nicolas de
hidalgo abstract on the basis of earlier research, an analysis of a broad range of publications and a series of
interviews, this article brings together, and then offers a preliminary evaluation of, some of the leading ideas
and concepts in the ... zero: the surprising and unambiguous policy relevance of ... - policy brief zero:
the surprising and unambiguous policy relevance of the cuban missile crisis james g. blight and janet m. lang
none of the nuclear-weapon states “has an employee, let alone an inter-agency the history of cuba
palgrave essential histories series ... - world today the palgrave essential histories book series by multiple
authors includes books a history of italy a history of the baltic states a history of australia and several more
see the complete palgrave essential histories series book list in order box sets or omnibus editions and
companion titles the history of cuba palgrave essential histories series by staten clifford l 2005 paperback ...
interpretations of the cuban revolution - mcmaster university - abstract "interpretations of the cuban
revolution" is an attempt at comparing several major analyses of the causes and process of the cuban
revolution of 1959. cuba: revolution and the intellectual~ - led to a series of charges and counter-charges
that continued for many months. 66 index whatever the rights and wrongs of the affair, it seems to the editors
of index that the padilla case is of exceptional interest and importance to anyone concerned with the problem
of freedom of expression. because of cuba's symbolic role as a focus for the hopes of the 'third world' and
because of padilla's ... body type and performance of elite cuban baseball players - world baseball
classic sub-championship among their achieve- ments. they have also won 27 world amateur baseball championships, 25 world cups, 10 inter-continental cups and 12 pan body type and performance of elite cuban
baseball players wiliam carvajal, ms, andrés ríos, md, ivis echevarría, miriam martínez, julio miñoso, md,
dialvis rodríguez, ms abstract introduction appropriate ... universal health coverage: the strange
romance of the ... - the world’s health systems with a conceptual orien- tation and methodology that
received scathing criti- cism worldwide. 14,15 briefly, “choice” was a major cuban women writers springer - new concepts in latino american cultures series) ... cuban literature—women authors—history and
criticism. 2. cuban literature—20th century—history and criticism. 3. feminist literary criticism—cuba. i. frye,
david. ii. title. pq7378.c35 2008 860.9 9287097291—dc22 2007050073 a catalogue record of the book is
available from the british library. design by newgen imaging systems (p ... literary culture in cuba:
revolution, nation-building, and ... - authors and works, the authors reach their conclusions through
documentary re- search and the information gathered by interviewing over one hundred members of the
cuban literary world from 2004 through 2011.
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